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Did you miss the last Distinguished Speaker Series? Watch speaker
in Online Commercial Sex Ads”

Session Recap: “Finding Trafficking Networks
Through the Online Payment
Ecosystem

Wednesday, October 14, 2020, 12:00pm-1:30pm

Social networks are the strongest predictors of gang violence.

_payments for illegal activity. The talk

compliance controls by setting up fake online businesses and storefronts to covertly process

how credit card transactions have increasingly become a conduit for money laundering. The talk

Wednesday, November 11, 2020, 12:00pm-1:30pm

Virtual Event: Social Outlaws - What Network
Data Tells Us About Gangs

Virtual Event: Tracons Leadership
and the Facilitation of Ecosystem
Economy: Wednesday, February 3, 2021, 12:00pm-1:30pm

Ecosystem: Wednesday, February 10, 2021, 12:00pm-1:30pm

Social Outlaws - What Network Data Tells Us About Gangs

CINA Welcome: 2021-22 Open-RFP White Paper Submissions

Understanding False Confessions and Guilty Pleas of the Mentally Ill

CINA SCHOLARS / Aria / Creative Services / George Mason University

CINA continues to welcome white paper submissions presenting research on topics in homeland
security.

As we progress through our fourth year of operation, we have three projects preparing
to enter transition activities and a portfolio of other projects in various stages of maturity that will
impact. As we prepare to release our next annual RFP in December 2020, we want to say thank you to all who continue to help us
understand the Department’s needs and to see over the horizon, and to all who contribute their
expertise, effort, and great ideas to craft solutions to these important problems and challenges.

One of the CINA center’s metrics for success is the transition of our research into operational
impact. This engine of innovation and future impact is no accident, but rather the product of a center
that drives future transition activities.

The CINA MSI Summer Research team from Trinity Washington researchers read a guidance on summer project from PLATC

Join the CINA MSI Summer Research team from Trinity Washington Researchers read a guidance on summer projects from PLATC.

Learn more about Research
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